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KömaPan
groove and tongue profiles
Overview of profiles

KömaPan

Delivered width

PVC groove and tongue profile w/o glass fibre

90 mm

B31-03- 8081

PVC groove and tongue profile with glass fibre,
laminated

90 mm

B31-03- 8081

Ancillaries
V2A holding claw with stainless steel pin
for groove and tongue profiles
Corner profile, Aluminium
T-connector profile, Aluminium
Ending profile, Aluminium

B30-71- 8056
B31-82- 8234
B31-82- 8235
B31-82- 8236

= from the “Colorit” laminate colour range
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KömaPan
groove and tongue profiles
Overview of profiles

B31-03- 8081

B31-03- 8081

PVC groove and tongue profile,
w/o glass fibre

PVC groove and tongue profile,
with glass fibre

= from the “Colorit” laminate colour range
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KömaPan
groove and tongue profiles
Ancillaries for groove and tongue profiles 8081

B31-82- 8234
Corner profile, Aluminium

5071
loose bead
B31-82- 8235
T-connector profile, Aluminium

B30-71- 8056
V2A stainless steel holding claw
with stainless steel pin
B31-82- 8236
Ending profile, Aluminium
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General additional profiles
Cover profiles

0400

0401

0402

0403

0405

0406

1152
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General additional profiles
Cover profiles with self-adhesive tape

With white gasket lip

0400.T

0720.T

0401.T

0721.T

0402.T

0722.T

0403.T

0723.T
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General additional profiles
Rebate profiles with self-adhesive tape

0727.T

0728.T

0729.T

0731.T
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General additional profiles
Angle profiles

0577

0574

0581

0587

0583

0584
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General additional profiles
Angle profiles

1331

0733

0642
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KömaPan
groove and tongue profiles
The material

Base material
The material used for KÖMAPAN is PVC-u, which is of normal flame resistance
category (under DIN 4102) and self-extinguishing. See the specifications table
in Register 2.2 for the fire rating.
Solid KömaPan profiles
with surface finish can look back over than 30 years of success in the field.
They are manufactured with a special PVC foaming process that Kömmerling
has developed for its production facilities and that yields solid PVC-u profiles
of low weight.
Colour laminates for the profile surfaces are available as an all white profile and
wood grain designs. There is no visual difference between a laminated KömaPan
profile and wood. To boot the weather-resistant properties of the material are
an additional advantage. The material does not swell and the colour laminate
forms a unit with the base element. Moreover the profile is fully recyclable.
Glass fibre reinforcement
The laminated profiles are reinforced in addition with glass fibres as a quality
assurance measure. As a consequence KÖMAPAN cladding profiles are at the
top of our customers' lists.
Its strength, stability, and elongation and shrinkage properties give rise to the
maximum dimensional stability.
Structure of "Colorit" wood grains
Surface finishing
The surface finish is applied in several layers. The colour scheme is protected by
a UV-resistant acrylic film. This also serves to extend the service life with the
minimum of cleaning work. The manufacturing method employed for the surface
finish assures the maximum degree of colour fastness and thorough bonding
with the core profile. The material can withstand even shock and pressure loads.

UV-resistant
acrylic film
structured laminate
hot melt PU adhesive
outer wall

This special quality is explained by
the four plies:
Outer wall or base element of suitable
moulded-in colour, insoluble hot melt
PU adhesive, high-quality laminate,
and UV-resistant acrylic film.
This composite provides a high level
of protection, also against mechanical
damage.

The production technologies used to manufacture the various colour laminates
give rise to slight variations in the colour and texture of each batch, so profiles
taken from more than one packaging unit must first be processed before they are
fitted over large areas.
For this reason KÖMMERLING grants a ten-year warranty for the colour fastness
and weather resistance of the white material. The KÖMMERLING warranty for
colour laminated profiles is based on their colour and country groups (see
Register 2.1, page 3).
Trimming - laminate at the profile ends
Depending on the production process, laminated KömaPan profiles may exhibit
inadequately bonded laminate at the start and end sections of the 6 m bar (of
about 10 mm each).
For this reason at least 15 mm must be sawn off the 6 m length of the
KömaPan profile section, especially when straight connectors are processed.
We request that you incorporate these cutoffs in your trim optimisation processes.
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KömaPan
groove and tongue profiles
The material

Cleaning and care
The profiles are cleaned with Köraclean extra (for white profiles), Köraclean
color (for colour profiles), or water with a little washing-up liquid. Do not use
aggressive cleaning agents or lyes. A repair kit is available for minor damage
caused during installation. The laminate is not resistant to organic solvents or
paint thinners or removers. The laminate surface is unaffected by agents used
in the household, e.g. ammonia solution, benzine, and alcohol (45%).
Profile delivery and storage
The profiles are delivered in packaging units appropriate to the ordered quantity. All KömaPan profiles are provided on their outsides and insides with a selfadhesive protective film. This serves to protect the profiles from damage during
transport, production, and installation.
Before fitting the profiles must be stored for at least one day of conditioning at
the respective ambient temperature (DIN 68800).
Always store the profiles on a flat, level surface in a dry environment.
Packaged profiles must not be exposed to the effects of the sun or weather. Do
not under any circumstances process defect material or material damaged during transport. Label and return it. Processing temperature 18 – 25° C.
It is imperative that the protective film is first removed before profiles are fitted
in their frame mounts. In general the protective film must not be exposed to the
weather for longer than three months.
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KömaPan
Tongue and groove profiles
Survey of warranties according to colour and country groups

Laminate programme survey
Colour code

Name

Programme type
Country
group 1

Warranty in years
Country
Country
group 2
group 3

Country
group 4

Laminate colours / Renolit
0AF / 2AF

Old pine

5

5

5

015 / 215

Dark oak

standard

special

10

5

8

024 / 224

Mahogany

standard

10

5

8

032 / 232

Golden oak

standard

10

5

8

037 / 237

Oak

standard

7.5

7.5

7.5

038 / 238

Larch

standard

10

5

8

039 / 239

Oregon

10

5

8

073 / 273

Classic oak

standard

10

5

8

074 / 274

Medium oak

standard

10

5

8

076 / 276

Douglas pine

standard

10

5

8

special

5

Plain colours / Renolit
016 / 216

Anthracite

standard

10

5

8

021 / 221

Silver grey

standard

10

5

8

044 / 244

Wine red

10

5

8

053 / 253

Moss green

standard

7.5

7.5

7.5

058 / 258

Fir green

standard

10

5

8

088 / 288

Steel blue

10

5

8

special

special

5

Survey of country groups
Country group 1
Belarus, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Great Britain, Iceland, Ireland, Latvia,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Sweden
Country group 2
Austria, Liechtenstein, Slovakia, Slovenia, Switzerland
Country group 3
France, Hungary, Moldova, Romania, Russian Federation, Serbia, Ukraine
Country group 4
Albania, Andorra, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Georgia, Greece (mainland),
Italy, Korea, Macedonia, Monaco, Montenegro, Portugal, San Marino, Spain (mainland), Vatican City

Colour code

Name

Programme type
Country
group 1

Warranty in years
Country
Country
group 2
group 3

Country
group 4

Laminate colours / Hornschuch
0AR/2AR

Stainless

064 / 264

White

067 / 267

Cream white

special
standard
special

7

5

5

none

10

7

5

none

10

5

8

Survey of country groups
Country group 1
Belarus, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, European Russia, Finland, Germany, Great Britain,
Iceland, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Slovakia, Sweden
Country group 2
Austria, France, Liechtenstein, Switzerland
Country group 3:
Andorra, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, East Thrace, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Macedonia,
Malta, Moldova, Monaco, Montenegro, Portugal, Romania, San Marino, Serbia, Slovenia, Spain, Ukraine
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KömaPan
groove and rongue profiles
Specifications

Specifications
Profile code

B31-03- 8081

Measurements

90 x 15 mm

Delivery length

6m

Packaging unit

30 m

Weight - white

770 ±10% g/m

Weight - coloured laminated

1.050 ±10% g/m

Weathering resistance - white

10 years

Weathering resistance - laminated

5 years
(some colours up to 10 years,
guarantee document available)

Attachment distances
Gate structure

maximum 700 mm

Fillings

maximum 1,20 m
Outdoor applications:
maximum length of 3 m

Surface area

11 profiles per m²
outside: 40 brackets per m²
inside: 20 brackets per m²

Other data
Cross lath spacing

outside: 300 mm
inside:
600 mm

Counter/cross lathing

30 x 50 mm

Counterlath spacing

600 mm

Air guiding zone / ventilation

20 mm

Remaining outer frame
for panelling

min 5–10 mm

Technical values
see table on following page!
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KömaPan
Tongue and groove profiles
General Characteristics

Test method

Solid PVC-U
profiles
with laminate

Solid PVC-U
profiles
654 white

Unit

Value

Value

Mechanical properties
(apparent) density

ISO 1183

g/cm²

0,85 ±0,1

0,60 ±0,05

ball hardness 132 N/30s

DIN EN ISO 2039

N/mm²

>20

>20

impact toughness at

DIN EN ISO 179 (Annex)
DIN EN ISO 179 (Annex)
DIN EN ISO 179 (Annex)

kJ/m²
kJ/m²
kJ/m²

>24
>22
>20

>20
>18
>16

≥75

≥75

+20 °C
0 °C
–20 °C

Shore D hardness test

DIN 53 505

Thermal properties
Vicat softening temperature

DIN EN ISO 306

°C

≥77

≥77

heat distortion temperature

DIN EN ISO 75 (HDT)

°C

60

60

shrinkage at +70 °C (2 h)
+100 °C (1 h)

DIN 16 927 (in conformity)
DIN 16 927 (in conformity)

%
%

<0,4
<1,8

<0,4
<10

coefficient of linear expansion
(from -30 °C to +50 °C)

DIN 53 752

mm/mK

0,04

0,08

insulation value (U)

DIN EN 674 (in conformity)

W/m²K

2,2

2,2

thermal conductivity
(from 0 °C to 60 °C)

DIN 52 612

W/mK

0,095

0,095

Other properties
Wolf Wilborn hardness

HB-F

Clemens hardness

500

gram force

shot peening test

DIN 53 154

Gardner sandblast test

ASTM 968-51

salt spray test

DIN 50 021

i.O.

light resistance
(tested as per DIN 53 389)

DIN 54 004

level 8

weather resistance
(tested as per DIN 53 387, 2.000 h)

DIN 54 001

resistance
grade 4

A10000
6,0

I/MIL

fire rating

B2

Resistance to
aliphatic hydrocarbons:
light naphtha, heptane, hexane, petroleum ether

resistant

resistant

vegetable fats, oils

resistant

resistant

mineral oils and greases

resistant

resistant

lyes:
soap suds, soda lyes

resistant

resistant

resistant

resistant

partially resistant

resistant

not resistant

not resistant

acids:
max 20% hydrochloric acid, max 5% sulphuric acid,
max 5% acetic acid, max 5% citric acid
alcohols:
ethyl alcohol, butanol, isopopanol, spirit
esters, ketones, aromatic hydrocarbons, etc.:
acetone, amyl acetate, aniline, ether, ethyl acetate, benzene, MEK
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KömaPan
groove and tongue profiles
Processing

The profiles can be processed easily and cleanly with the customary woodworking tools. It is imperative that the protective film is first removed before
profiles are fitted. In general the protective film must not be exposed to the
weather for longer than three months.
In general an expansion gap of 5-10 mm must be provided around the perimeter
of hinged elements like door and gate panelling on which profiles are fitted in a
frame or secured with mounts and glazing beads.
The production technologies used to manufacture the various colour laminates
give rise to slight variations in the colour and texture of each batch, so profiles
taken from more than one packaging unit must first be processed before they
are fitted over large areas.
Always store the profiles on a flat, level surface in a
dry environment. Packaged profiles must not be
exposed to the effects of the sun or weather.
Processing temperature 18 – 25° C.

Do not use defective material or profiles which have
been damaged during transport. Label and return it.

The profiles can be processed easily and cleanly with
the customary woodworking tools.

Before starting to assemble the profiles in a frame,
be absolutely sure to first remove the protection foil.
This protective foil, generally speaking, should not be
exposed to external weathering for longer than three
months.

Commercially available wooden laths can be secured
to the supporting wall with countersunk wood screws
and wall plugs. The laths should be spaced at 300
mm in accordance with the wind load conditions.
On insulated structures the laths should be thicker
than the insulation.
This ensures adequate insulation.
Outside applications need about forty holding claws
per square metre.
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Kömapan
groove and tongue profiles
Processing

The profiles are secured to the substructure with
clips, e.g. no. 8056. Corrosion-resistant clips must be
used out of doors. The nails with notched shaft are
needed for connections exhibiting the requisite pullout strength. The profile must be allowed to expand
at both ends. The fixed point should be at the centre.
When clipped in place the outdoor profiles should not
be fitted over a length exceeding 3 m.

Damage to the building is prevented when there is
adequate ventilation. Cutouts and/or grilles should be
provided air inlets and outlets.

To prevent driving rain from penetrating behind the
cladding, the tongue must point upwards when fitted
horizontally.

A material expansion gap of 5-10 mm must be maintained between the cover surfaces (see coefficient
of linear expansion).

Strips of bituminised paper or other water repellent
material must be placed behind this gap!

On panelling with KömaPan profile type 8081
each profile can be fitted horizontally or at an angle,
but its length must not exceed 1200 mm.
They should be fitted with the spring pointing up.
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KömaPan
groove and tongue profiles
Processing

On larger panelling elements, profile sections should
not exceed 1.20 m in length.

The horizontal seal should be flush with the outside
of the lowest profile.

The groove does not have to be sealed when there is
adequate drainage.
Make sure, though, that the frame profile has been
provided with the necessary drainage holes.

When fixing the profiles into movable elements such
as door and gate fillings where the profiles are built
into a frame and are fixed with holding or glazing
beads, there must be a space of 5 – 10 mm on each
side to allow for expansion.

Fasteners may not be spaced at greater than 700
mm on tightly screwed profiles like garage door or
yard gate panelling.
The fasteners can be blind rivets or wood screws.
When wood screws are used on the back, a fixed
point should be provided when possible at the centre
of each profile. The remaining securing points should
be designed as elongated holes to allow for material
expansion.
The fixing has to be carried out in a way that the
material expansion is also considered.
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KömaPan
groove and tongue profiles
Processing

The following is intended to provide the consumer of our PVC-u profiles with an
overview of the various working techniques. The tables of recommended
values were drawn up in the course of diverse trials, but cannot be binding for
every application.
Virtually all hand and machine tools normally used for wood- and metalworking
can also be used to machine our KÖMAPAN profiles. The cutting speeds
should be high, the feed rate low, and the cutting depth small. The cutting sites
and tools do not normally have to be cooled. Yet you must make sure that the
heat generated is drawn off quickly together with the chips and the cutting
edges of the tools are kept sharp. Large cutting depths often need to be cooled
if the material is not to smear. Either compressed air or water (emulsified
coolant) can be used. The prevailing safety regulations also require that chips
and dust are suctioned off thoroughly. With all these cutting methods you must
make sure that there are no deep furrows or sudden changes in cross section
whose notch effect can cause premature material failure. Any sawn, drilled,
and milled edges can be cut off and bevelled with flat scrapers (rake 15°).
Table 1 presents the recommended cutting conditions and cutter shapes for the
following machining methods. See also VDI guideline 2003 for further details.
Sawing
We recommend high-speed band and circular saws running at 3000 m/min.
Saw blades should have a tooth pitch of 2-8 mm depending on the thickness of
the profile's walls; the best results are obtained on walls thinner than 4 mm with
a tooth pitch of 2.5-3.5 mm. Circular saws can also be used with unset saw
blades to cut profiles with these wall thicknesses. Otherwise, saw blades of
high-speed steel (HSS) or carbide should generally be hollow-ground and
slightly set for clean cutting reasons. Carbide saw blades return better cutting
results and raise service lives.
Drilling
All PVC-u profiles can be machined with (DIN 1412) 30° twist drills usually applied to metal materials. The point angle can be as high as 110°. The cutting
speed and the feed are a function of the drilling depth and are inversely proportional to the thickness of the workpiece. Drilled holes exceeding 20 mm in
diameter require two-flute cutters with pilot; drilled holes exceeding 40 mm in
diameter are machined with circle cutters.
Turning
When roughing you are advised to combine a small feed rate with a large cutting depth and to radius the cutting point to at least 0.5 mm for surfaces free of
tool marks. Precision turning should set the cutting depth to no greater than 2
mm. A greater feed rate should generally be combined with a lower cutting
speed if chipping is to be prevented.
Milling
Make particularly sure when milling that the tools have been ground appropriately for machining plastics and can handle an adequate chip volume. Work
becomes easier when the feed rate is high, the cutting depths large, and the
cutting speed not too fast.
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KömaPan
groove and tongue profiles
Processing

Processing instructions for PVC profiles with double-sided adhesive tape
Storage
The profiles must not be stored out of doors. Room temperature should be
about 18 – 25 °C.
The profiles must lie flat on an even surface so that they cannot deform.
Excess loading from high profile stacks or other weights must be avoided.
Please proceed in accordance with the "first in first out" principle. The profiles
must be processed within six months.
Processing temperature
The optimal processing, building, and ambient temperature is about 20 °C.
The initial strength of adhesive joins is reduced at lower temperatures. We do
not recommend adhesive joins on surfaces colder than 10 °C. In particular
condensation should be avoided, e.g. when the materials for bonding are transferred from cold storage rooms to a warmer production environment.
Surface treatment
The surfaces of the parts to be joined must be dry and free of dust, oil, release
agents, and other contaminants.
The surfaces must be cleaned only with clean cloths and compatible solvents,
e.g. isopropanol or benzine.
You must not use any solvent that dissolves PVC, e.g. acetone,
benzene, or xylene.
Processing
The profiles for bonding should not exceed 2.50 m in length.
The surface should be pretreated directly before the bonding process. Also, the
protective film on the adhesive tapes should not be removed until directly before they are applied.
Good surface contact is assured when a uniformly high pressure of 10 N/cm2 is
applied e.g. with a pressure roller. The full bonding force is first obtained after
twenty four hours.
Unnecessary tension and loads e.g. as a result of wrong length, incorrect applications, forced length corrections, etc., must be avoided.
Ensure that the bonded profile is not subjected to any leverage, shear, or tensile forces. Permanent stress proves detrimental to permanently elastic bonds.
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KömaPan
groove and tongue profiles
Processing

Machining process

Drilling

Turning/shaping

Milling

Sawing

Cutter geometry

Unit

Solid
KÖMAPAN profiles

α

lip clearance angle

°

8 – 10

β

helix angle

°

30

γ

rake

°

3– 5

ϕ

point angle

°

80 – 110

s

feed rate

mm/rev

0.2 – 0.5

v

cutting speed

m/min

50 – 100

α

lip clearance angle

°

15

β

rake

°

0 – (–5)

χ

cutting edge angle

°

45 – 60

s

feed rate

mm/rev

0.1 – 0.1

v

cutting speed

m/min

200 – 500

a

cutting depth

mm

max 6

α

lip clearance angle

°

5 – 10

γ

rake

°

0 – 15

s

feed rate

mm/rev

0.3 – 0.5

v

cutting speed

m/min

max 1000

α

lip clearance angle

°

30 – 40 for HSS
10 – 15 for carbide

γ

rake

°

5 – 8 for steel
0 – 5 for carbide
0 – 8 for band saws

t

pitch

mm

2–8

s

feed rate

mm/tooth

0.1 – 0.3

v

cutting speed

m/min

max 3000

Recommended values for machining KÖMAPAN profiles
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Kömapan
groove and tongue profiles
Installation

General instructions
The following instructions apply to the largest installation areas - wall and ceiling cladding. KÖMAPAN groove and tongue profiles are secured with the no.
55 holding claw (galvanised or of corrosion-resistant V2A).

heat
cold
UV
radiation
rain
Moisture
snow
ice
noise
Heat
pollution

Ventilated KÖMAPAN cladding on a thermally insulated outer wall withstands all external
influences and is one of the best solutions
with respect to both design and structural
properties.

Every substructure needs a good supporting base. With respect to the cladding
it must be stable and not subject to excessive movement. The surface must be
cleaned of mortar or other residue and levelled. Supporting structures of wood
must be carefully worked, braced, and adequately supported if they are to exhibit the required stability. Normally the groove and tongue design prevents water
from penetrating the structure. A vapour barrier, e.g. the appropriate building
paper, must be affixed to unusually exposed sites and especially where the
surface for cladding is not weather-resistant. Fully functional ventilation is
important if damage is to be prevented. This is obtained with a consistent gap
of 20 mm along the vertical axis and the corresponding air inlet and outlet. On
counter- and double lathing taking vertical KÖMAPAN profiles the wooden slat
secured to the supporting base must be at least 20 mm thicker than the insulation layer. A larger gap must be provided on soft and rising insulation layers.
The cross joists should not be spaced at greater than 300 mm on the outside
and 600 mm on the inside.
The counterlathing should not be spaced at greater than 600 mm. The fasteners must exhibit adequate stability and corrosion resistance and be suitable
for the type and size of the supporting base.
External cladding
The success of cladding hangs on an appropriate and adequate substructure. As
a rule this is a vertical or horizontal wooden device of laths. The substructure must
be joined every two storeys in the vertical direction and every 8 m in the horizontal
(DIN 18516 T1, Para. 3.3.1). On the outside the profile sections should not exceed
a max length of 3 m (the number of holding claws would therefore restrict the profiles' expansion). The profile sections should be secured at the centre so that they
can expand to both sides. Particular attention must be paid to the anchoring that
must compensate for the various thermal expansions and swelling and shrinkage
movements between the wall, substructure, and cladding. The required pull-out
strengths are assured when the laths are secured to each other with approved
screws or torque nails. Approved combined screws and wall plugs suitable for permanent tensile loads must also be used for anchoring the laths to the supporting
base. They must be appropriate for the supporting base type. Static proof does
not generally need to be furnished for buildings up to two full storeys and 8 m in
height. Substructures and especially their concealed and therefore inaccessible
parts must fulfil high demands if they are to form durable connections. Grade II
wood must be used for substructures out of doors and in damp locations. The
material must be permanently protected against biological and chemical effects.
The facade cladding directives specify corrosion-resistant (V2A) fasteners for
securing cladding profiles to the substructure. Holding claws obtain their required
pull-out strengths when they are secured with nails with notched shafts.
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KömaPan
groove and tongue profiles
Installation

Internal cladding
Here too, if walls and ceilings are to be protected there must be fully functional
ventilation. The substructure on the wall or ceiling must be designed so that the
flow of air can reach every point. The greatest reliability is obtained with counterlathing.
Note the max span lengths and fastener spacing:
B31-03- 8081 groove and tongue profiles 600–700 mm
Insulation measures must include counterlathing designed to safeguard a 20
mm air-guiding zone along the vertical axis (see the section "General instructions"). The installation instructions for external cladding apply to cladding in
damp environments and bathroom units.
Fire prevention restrictions on the use of cladding
Under fire prevention aspects B2 profiles may be used as wall and ceiling cladding in detached single-family houses, but not in fire exits. (B3 DIN 4102 building materials are not permitted.) Wall cladding in multistorey buildings must
correspond at least to the B1 flame resistance category (DIN 4102) when the
underside of the adjoining ceiling is not of Class A building materials. Normal or
B2 flame resistance category building materials may be used for external cladding up to two full storeys in height when fire is prevented from spreading to
other buildings or fire compartments. On buildings higher than two full storeys
the building materials must comply with the B1 flame resistance category.
Under all circumstances combustible wall cladding is forbidden in the stairways
and sewer ports of residential buildings with more than two dwelling units.
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KömaPan
tongue and groove profiles
Example applications

Ë
Ê

a

b
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a

Ì
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Ê
Ë
Ì
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Ð

roof panel / fascia
ventilation profile
wall cladding with profile B31-03- 8081
cross joist spaced at < 300 mm
holding claw B30-71- 8056
counterlath spaced at < 600 mm
thermal insulation

a air outlet > 20 mm
b ventilation
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wall cladding with profile B31-03- 8081
holding claw B30-71- 8056
counterlath spaced at < 600 mm
cross joist spaced at < 300 mm
thermal insulation
ventilation profile
T connector profile, aluminium B30-82- 8235

a ventilation
b air outlet > 20 mm
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wall cladding with profile B31-03- 8081
holding claw B30-71- 8056
counterlath spaced at < 600 mm
cross joist spaced at < 300 mm
thermal insulation
ventilation profile
T connector profile, aluminium B30-82- 8235

a ventilation
b air outlet > 20 mm
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wall cladding with profile
B31-03- 8081
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holding claw B30-71- 8056
cross joist spaced at < 300 mm
counterlath spaced at < 600 mm
thermal insulation
end profile
commercial ventilation profile

Ñ Drainage holes of 6 mm diameter
must be provided every 300 mm
on horizontal installations fitted
with an end profile B30-82- 8236
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a ventilation
b air outlet > 20 mm
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cross joist spaced at < 300 mm
end profile, aluminium B30-82- 8236
wall cladding with profile B31-03- 8081
counterlath spaced at < 600 mm
holding claw B30-71- 8056
thermal insulation
Drainage holes of 6 mm diameter must be provided
every 300 mm on horizontal installations fitted
with an end profile B30-82- 8236

a ventilation
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wall cladding with profile B31-03- 8081
holding claw B30-71- 8056
counterlath spaced at < 600 mm
thermal insulation
cross joist spaced at < 300 mm
external corner profile, aluminium B31-82- 8234
end profile, aluminium B31-82- 8236

Ñ Drainage holes of 6 mm diameter must be provided
every 300 mm on horizontal installations fitted
with an end profile B30-82- 8236

a ventilation
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wall cladding with profile B31-03- 8081
cross joist spaced at < 300 mm
counterlath spaced at < 600 mm
thermal insulation
holding claw B30-71- 8056
external corner profile, aluminium B30-82- 8234
end profile, aluminium B30-82- 8236

Ñ Drainage holes of 6 mm diameter must be provided
every 300 mm on horizontal installations fitted
with an end profile B30-82- 8236

a ventilation
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wall cladding with profile B31-03- 8081
cross joist spaced at < 300 mm
counterlath spaced at < 600 mm
internal corner profile
thermal insulation
holding claw B30-71- 8056
end profile, aluminium B30-82- 8236

Ñ Drainage holes of 6 mm diameter must be provided
every 300 mm on horizontal installations fitted
with an end profile B30-82- 8236

a ventilation
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wall cladding with profile B31-03- 8081
cross joist spaced at < 300 mm
counterlath spaced at < 600 mm
T connector profile, aluminium B30-82- 8235
end profile, aluminium B30-82- 8236
Drainage holes of 6 mm diameter must be provided
every 300 mm on horizontal installations fitted
with an end profile B30-82- 8236

a ventilation
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ventilation profile
end profile, aluminium
B30-82- 8236
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wall cladding with profile
B31-03- 8081
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cross joist spaced at < 300 mm
holding claw B30-71- 8056
thermal insulation

a air outlet > 20 mm
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wall cladding with profile B31-03- 8081
holding claw B30-71- 8056
cross joist spaced at < 300 mm
thermal insulation
external corner profile, aluminium B31-82- 8234
cover trim F00-61- 0723

a ventilation
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KömaPan
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cross joist spaced at < 300 mm
counterlath spaced at < 600 mm
end profile, aluminium B30-82- 8236
wall or ceiling cladding with profile B31-03- 8081
holding claw B30-71- 8056

a air inlet or outlet
b ventilation
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KömaPan
tongue and groove profiles
Example applications

5 - 7 mm

max. 700 mm

elongated
hole
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KömaPan
Tongue and groove profiles
Examples for application

Screws

securing point

3,5 x 13 mm
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